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RACINE REVISITED:
THE 25TH ANNIVERSARY TOUR
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SHAY KUEBLER/
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FRI Nov 9
@ 730 pm • Cargill Theatre
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35+gst senior/student
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Central Agencies Cabaret Series

LUKE MCMASTER - ICONS OF SOUL
Luke McMaster has taken the Motown and soul influence that has always
imbued his music, to a new level. ICONS uniquely marries contemporary
songwriting with legendary hit songwriters.
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2018 CCMA GROUP
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@ 800 pm • Mayer Hall
@ 730 pm • Cargill Theatre
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TRACY BRANDINGEN
presents RE/MAX® classical SERIES
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ONE OF CANADA'S FAMOUS VOICES

WED Nov 21
@ 700 pm • Cargill Theatre

$
25+gst adult
20+gst senior/student

$
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DiscoverMusic@Augustana

TICKETS: www.camroselive.ca
Box Office 780.608.2922
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The stage is set

Edmonton musicians share
classical program with Camrose
By Jessica Ryan
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ORCHESTRA BOREALIS PRESENTS:

Vaughan Williams’ ‘A London Symphony’

ROCK
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Lougheed
JEANNE & PETER

camroselive.ca

PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE

Spend a Sunday afternoon at the symphony with Orchestra Borealis Oct. 21 at the Jeanne
and Peter Lougheed Performing Arts Centre.
Orchestra Borealis is an Edmonton orchestra composed
of volunteer musicians who rehearse once a week and perform
three to four concerts a year. The program they will be bringing to Camrose includes a recognizable Italian opera selection, a brief but beautiful Telemann viola concerto and the
main event, Ralph Vaughan WIlliams’ “A London Symphony.”
Margaret Fisher, vice-president of the orchestra’s board
of directors and principal horn player, said concert-goers are sure to enjoy this seldom-performed symphony.
“There are a lot of tunes in there where the audience is going to go, ‘Hey, hang on. That’s Phantom of
the Opera!’” Fisher said. “It’s very, very listenable.”
The symphony features a variety of styles, she said, with
“loud, fanfare-type, fun stuff for brass” in the first movement,
“beauty and blending” in the second, a faster scherzo in the third
and a funeral march that gets cheerful again in the last movement.
Artistic director and conductor David Hoyt, formerly a conductor of the Edmonton Symphony for over 20
years, had never played or conducted this symphony before,
but was eager to take on the challenge of something new.
“It’s a good thing, when you’re retired, to still be obligated to learn stuff,” said Hoyt, who now conducts a mere 15 concerts a year, down from 150. “I really enjoyed getting to know it,
and getting to know Vaughan Williams’ work more generally.”
The composer, who lived from 1872 to 1958, spent
time recording folk songs from the English countryside that had never been written down, and this influence comes through in “A London Symphony.”

“When they come off of a concert, these
“He was really of both worlds; he was of the classical
people, they’re on a high,” Hoyt laughed.
world, and also was interested in folk music,” Hoyt said. Folk
“We really have a very strong desire to share our
tunes “are simple in a way, but on the other hand they’re
music,” Fisher added. “We really think that this is importcompletely honest as a form of expression, from people
ant so that people can hear classical music, so we apprewho probably didn’t read music at all but enjoyed music.”
ciate the opportunity to come out (to Camrose).”
The orchestra members will have about 10 rehearsBoth Hoyt and Fisher welals under their belts by the
come potential audience memtime they arrive in Camrose.
bers who may not think a clas“The most elementary
“People can just sit back and relax,
sical music concert is for them.
part of it is to know your
and just let the music take their
“Even for someone who’s
part, and know your notes
minds
where
they
want
to
go.”
relatively new to classical
and the timing, but it’s the
music, this is not going to be
putting it together and get— Margaret Fisher, Orchestra
painful to sit through.” Fisher
ting the right flow and the
Borealis board vice-president and
said, laughing. “People can
mood of the music that’s
principal
horn
player
just sit back and relax, and
so important,” said Fisher.
just let the music take their
“When you’re preparing
minds where they want to go.”
a performance, you’re also
Hoyt thought back to his days with the Edmonton
preparing, in a sense, your mind to know what’s coming up
Symphony, when often someone’s first question would
ahead in the next 32 bars, or the next 64 bars,” Hoyt added.
be, “’What do I have to wear?’ As if there was some
“It’s not just a matter of the little technical details we work
sort of dress code. Well, there isn’t. Come as you are, lisout, which of course we do, but also the greater sense of it.”
ten to the music with an open heart, and you’ll be fine.”
The resulting sense of accomplishment for these
Visit
the
box
office
(780-608-2922)
amateur musicians is arguably greater than for profesor
camroselive.ca
to
get
your
tickets.
sionals used to performing two or three times a week.
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